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Querido~

niiios hispanohablantes:

Skipping Stones es una revista multietnica que
todosyodemos hacer, en ella se-publica cualquier
expresion cultural de cualquier patte del mundo, en
todas las lenguas de la tierra, para cada dia poder
llegar a un mejor entendimiento entre los hombres,
sin importar raza, color, religion 0 pensamiento.
Skipping Stones es un foro desde donde se pueden
compartir creatividad, tradiciones, sentimientos, y la
situacion ainbiental d@ nuestra casa comun, la tierra.
Es la vision del mundo a traves del corazon de-los
ninos. Te invitamos a colaborar con nosotros para
juntos explorar y aprender un poco mas a cerca de las
-- relaciones ecologicas que hacen posible la vida en el
planeta. Skipping Stones es una fiesta impresa para
. celebrar la solidaridad, la cooperacion y la diversidad
cultural y lingiiistica. Favor de escribirnos.
Publication Manager
Editor'
Staff

-Arun Narayan Toke
'. Anm Narayan Toke
Amy E. Brandt

Bidyut Prava Das
Rhea Connors
Librarian
Mildred Wilson
Spanish Language Editor Esther Celis
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• Look at the honeybee, its pleasures bring a bounty of treasures to many creatures.
• Change is but natural in life; adapting to changing conditions, our wisdom.
• There are no weeds and no pests; no wilderness and no waste in the
garden of Nature. Nature does not discriminate.
• It's not Nature that is endangered; it's ourfuture at stake!

Earth Day Greetings.

What can we do to tum things around, to
undo the serious eco-damage our society is
Air, water, animals, birds, ... and our
imagination know no boundaries. They are causing to our only home, the Earth? Asking
all an integral part of the web of life on this questions is a good way to begin.
planet.
Have we isolated ourselves
Human beings, however,
too much from the natural
have developed words and
world? Are we excessively
phrases to draw lines or to
dependent on energy-intensive
describe places and regions.
technologies? Have we gone
On a planetary scale,
beyond the c~rrying capacity
of our bioregion and of the
"South" describes
"developing" countries,
planet as a whole? What
with their traditional
changes can we make in our
societies and extended
lifestyles to help solve the
families. The "North" has
problems? We need to define
come to mean resourcethe real issues, assess the
rich countries, with their
damage we've already caused,
technological societies and
and seek new directions.
blended families. People
Nature is so full of wonder
and splendor that the only way
tend to identify with one or
the other; some even pit
to appreciate it is to
one against the other.
experience it firsthand.
But there are no distinct
Celebrate this Earth Day
"border." No matter where
by taking time to wander
we live, we all face
through a natural place. Sit
ecological threats. Ecological problems in
quietly in a place in the woods, along a stream,
the South arise because of over-population, in a meadow ... and listen. Listen to Nature
lack of resources, and lack of awareness. In calling you. Maybe you'll discover what St.
the North, it is over-consumption, resource Francis, John Muir, the Dalai Lama, Wangari
Mathai or Rachel Carson discovered. Maybe
waste (and lack of concern) that cause this
ecological crisis. The consequences are the you'll be moved to befriend Nature. Maybe
same for both North and South.
you'll discover a sense of belonging to Nature.
Many of you are concerned about the
Instructions on how to clean up the mess we
future. You fear a disaster resulting from
have created will follow naturally!
pollution and population problems, or a war
Welcome to the Earth Day 1994 Special
Issue.
~tkt\ ~~- (
over control of the Earth's resources.
Youth, growing up under the shadow of
gtv\
adults, often feel powerless. You ask, "Why
doesn't anybody care about our future?"
Photo by Scott Erikson, Portland, Oregon
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Letters to the Editor
We welcome your comments and letters
about anything you see (or, would like to see)
in Skipping Stones. Please keep your letters
brief Let us know ifyou 'd like your name withheld.
We may edit your letterfor space, grammar or clarity.

Aloha! My name is Ariella
Kamaleialohalani Jensen. I am a
Hawaiian-Japanese-American. I
was born in Hawaii and moved to Eugene when I
was still very little. I know lots of Hawaiian words
and I use some of them, like "Pau Hana" when I'm
finished eating or "Mommy, maka pia-pia" which
means I have sleep in my eyes when I wake up in
the morning. I don't speak Hawaiian fluently like
my cousin Kawehi (Ka-vay-hi) who is my age, 3,
and goes to a Hawaiian-speaking school.
I really like my name! Mommy and daddy call
me Ari or Kamalei (Kama-lay) for short. My middle
name means "precious child of love from Heaven".
They say that's where I was when I was born.
Want to know some more Hawaiian Names?
Lani-sky, heavens
Kamakani-the wind
Leilani-heavenly flower
Kekoa-courageous one
Ikaika-strength
Lehola--jlower blossom
-Ariella and Kathy Jensen (mother), Eugene, Oregon

Weare members of E. S.L. classes at Gordon
Russell Middle School in Gresham, Oregon.
We come from different countries: the
Philippines, Samoa, Korea, and Mexico. We
speak different languages: Tagalog, Samoan,
Korean, and Spanish.
Soo-Jin would like some stories and articles
in Korean. Ronda would like some articles and
stories in Tagalog. Lots of people liked the
drawings, photos and poems, but we hope the
photos will be in color. The picture on the cover
(Summer 1993) was beautiful. We were very
surprised about the back cover because it was
beautiful and drawn by a young person. Ofelia,
Lourdes and Maria liked the one named Our
Dear Rajo and Leonardo liked My Friends the
Animals. He liked it because it was funny.
-Ronda Lazaro, Lei Talimao, Soo-Jin Chang,
I've just fmished reading a recent issue of
Leonardo Arreguin, Ofelia de Jesus, Lourdes Martinez,
Skipping
Stones celebrating African-American
Griselda Perez, Maria Perez, and Ms. Natasha Beck,
heritage. Congratulations on a job well done! The
English as a Second Language Teacher
articles and poems published brought out the true
Received Skipping Stones in excellent
riches in African-American culture. Many
condition. Please do not switch to using
Americans look across the ocean to find cultural
envelopes if you can help--ereates extra
diversity but do not realize the cultures exist in
garbage-uses more trees-more folks should
their very own back yard.
follow your example.
-Abigail To rres, ESL Instructor, Goshen, Indiana
-Colette Lemmon, New York
I like the idea of people of different cultures
communicating their basic humanity to each other.
It brings us closer together. I am honored to be a
part of one of your issues (5# 1).
-Severn Cu//is-Suzuki, 13, Vancouver, B.C.,
CANADA. Severn was honored with the 1993 GLOBAL
500 YOUTH ENVIRONMENT AWARD for her
leadership in speakingfor the planet.
To stop receiving Skipping Stones would be a
great sin both to heaven and the world. Our library
has a special liking to your magazine because of its
across-the-globe coverage and particularly because
its the only children's book which we get so far.
-Ferdinand Chadokwanda, UNESCO Center
Coordinator, Gokwe, ZIMBABWE
-Rob Messick, Lenoir, North Carolina
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And now, we present
.~,c~.'~~% the 1994 winners of the
~"~~I\~ Nature and Ecology
~ ~.
~
'./4 Honor Awards. The four
. books honored carry a
strong ecological message,
).
enhance appreciation of
~
~
nature, and encourage ?ur
O~Or- f)t,;)()
participation in protectmg
nature. Two of the books
were written and
illustrated by children, who seem to understand
and tell others about nature and ecology at least
as well as if not better than, adults! Protecting
the Earth ~nd respecting children (the~ creativity,
love of nature, and opinions) go hand m hand.
Rescue Mission: Planet Earth, by Children of
the World (Kingfisher Books, Elsey House, 24-30
Great Tetchfield St., London W1P 7AD, U.K.).
Rescue Mission is a children's edition of
Agenda 21 the international agreement resulting
from the 1992 Conference on Environment and
Development in Rio. Published in association
with the United Nations, it was created by
children, mostly teenagers, from all over the world.
Rescue Mission's strength lies in its straightforward presentation o~ curren! social, po~itical
and environmental affarrs and Its emphasIs on
future courses of action. Uniquely honest and
outspoken, it points out II?-any of the "black
holes" in Agenda 21, the Issues that government
leaders were afraid to fully address, such as war,
discrimination, renewable energy, and nuclear
disarmament. While this book teaches us about
environment and development issues, it also
inspires us to act. We can all make a big difference!
EcoArt!: Earth-Friendly Art & Craft
Experiences for 3- to 9- Year-Oids, by Laurie
Carlson (Williamson Publishing, P.O. Box 185,
Charlotte, VT 05445 USA).
Designed by an eleme~tary school art t~acher,
this hands-on book contams over 100 projects that
encourage creativity, fun, sensitivity to nature, and

::c-

an ecological ethic of "use it up, wear it out, ~ake
it do or do without!" In almost every area ofhfe,
"we 'don't need brand new; homemade is better."
By making our own art supplies a.nd usable things
from nontoxic and recycled matenals, we can
eliminate waste and avoid pollution. Using art. to
interact with nature, gives us a sense of belongmg.
Un Paseo por el Bosque Lluvioso-A ~a.lk
in the Rainforest, escrito e illustrado por Kristm
Joy Pratt (DAWN Publications, 14618 Tyler Foote
Road, Nevada City, CA 95959 USA).
This beautifully illustrated, bilingual alphabet
book was created by a fifteen-year-old. Each
page features a colorful painti!1g of one rainforest
inhabitant-Anteater, Bromehad, Cock-of-the-.
Rock, Dragonfly-along with b~th a larger-pnnt,
simple storyline and a more d~taded ~aragr.aph
about the plant or animal and ItS relatlonsl?ps .to
other creatures. We feel as if we are expenencmg
the amazingly lush, diverse rainforest enviro~ent
ourselves. The side-by-side Spanish and. Enghsh
text makes it especially valuable. It's pnnted on
recycled paper using soy based ink.
Come Back, Salmon: How a Group of
Dedicated Kids Adopted Pigeon Creek and
Brought It Back to Life, by Molly Cone and
Sidnee Wheelwright (Sierra Club Books for
Children, 730 Polk St., San Francisco, CA 94109).
This inspiring book tells how elementary
school students in Everett, Washington adopted
a polluted stream that had once been spawning
ground for salmon. After cle.aning up and
patrolling the stream, they raIsed young salmon
from eggs in a school aquarium, released them
into the creek and waited for the same fish to
return from the ocean two years later... This book
is witness to how much kids can do through a
concerted group effort. Features many
photographs and facts about salmon life cycles.
May this project spawn many others!
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"Computers are wonderful. Without them, the space program would
be impossible. Now why can't we use a giant computer and figure
out solutions to all the problems we have on THIS planet?" -R.P.
Yes, the space program is successful. The space scientists knew their job: they needed to
create machinery to get us to the moon and back. They understood their job sOlwell that they
knew how to write computer programs to help make the machinery work.
" "1 N
Similar to the space
program, intricate machinery
surrounds many of us day
and night. Each machine is
designed to accomplish
specific tasks we choose to
include in our lives.

••••••
••••••
••••••
••••••

••••••
••••••

II II

Illustrations by Denise Althea Graham

You are wondering, R.P., whether or not we could go about fixing the earth's problems in the
same way? My answer definitely has to be a NO. We need to fmd a way in which all forms of life
are cared for-animals, plants, the earth, and us humans. We are defmitely NOT wise enough to
write a computer program that will give us the answers.
If the most gigantic computer is of no use, is there anything better? For sure! The wisest
teacher, the teacher providing solutions to our planet's problems is none other than the planet
itself, which includes the whole natural order.
All we need to do is pay attention to nature's messages, and let them
shape and guide us.
Here are some of the endless lessons NATURE teaches us:

We learn to see through the
eyes of another form_ ....,..~~~m
of life. Our hearts ~
open to the spirit
of give and take.

By watching

animals, we gain

~~~~~~~
~

insight into childhood and into parenting.
Nurturing a flower, thinking of
~ ~ all it might need, we
.I' : " .
c:P
learn to feel with others.
rr '"""'
. )/
We develop the caring
t!/ II of friendship.

»

What other lessons is nature teaching you?
Write and tell us.

DEAR"HANNA
c/o Skipping Stones
P. O. Box 3939
Eugene, OR 97403
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In Peace,

Mount St. Helens, Keeper ofthe Fire
The Great Stone Bridge cast its morning shadow
on the lodge of Loo-Wit. As well,
it connected the land of two chiefs, brothers,
Klickitats on the north and Multnomahs on the south,
Keepers of the Peace. But, slowly, peace vanished,
hostility and affliction spread among the peoples.
Displeased, the Great Spirit darkened the sky
and caused the winds to sweep away the fires,
except Loo-Wit. The fire burned brightly in her lodge
for she held peace in her heart.
The rain and snow brought coldness
and the people cried in prayer,
"Great Spirit, we wish to live in peace again.
Give us back our fires. We will preserve the land
and protect the animals. Hear our prayer."
The Great Spirit went to the old woman
with the only fITe in the world.
"Tell me, Loo-Wit, what you want most in the world.
Share your fITe and your wish will be granted."
"I wish to be young and beautiful," Loo-Wit replied.
"It is so," said the Great Spirit.
The next day Loo-Wit, young and beautiful,
gave her fITe to the people.
All were grateful, except the two brothers.
They both wished to marry the beautiful Loo-Wit.
Their quarrels soon led to quarrels among the people.
In anger, the Great Spirit transformed the
Chief of the Klickitats into Mount Adams
and the Chief of the Multnomahs into Mount Hood.
Still, they threw stones and fire at each other
until the river narrowed and the fire extinguished
in the lodge on the Great Stone Bridge.
Loo-Wit was heartbroken.
"Great Spirit," she cried, "what must I do?
I have caused suffering and pain."
The Great Spirit took pity and changed her
to the most beautiful mountain in all the land.
Still possessing the fITe within,
she rose majestically between Mt. Adams and Mt. Hood.
To this very day,
people on the north and people on the south
of the Columbia River,
between Washington and Oregon,
look up to their beautiful Mount St. Helens,
mindful of their promise to protect the animals
and preserve the land, lest Loo-Wit should awaken
and send her fire to the valley below.
- Carolyn R. Wells, Houston, Texas, USA
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Waldo Lake-Suzanne Meier, Berlin, Germany

Three Bulls

(An Aesop's Fable)

Every day, three bulls came to graze in
an open field. Every day, a hungry lion
lurked at the edge of the field, waiting for
his chance to attack and kill. But the big
bulls banded together. One lion was no
match for three strong bulls with sharp
hooves and horns. They helped each other
chase the lion away. Yet, every day the
lion came slinking and thinking, "Some day
I will catch those bulls."
One day the bulls quarreled.
One bull sniffed and snorted his way
to one comer of the field.
The second bull stamped and
tramped to another comer.
The third bull pawed and
pranced to yet another comer.
When the lion came prowling and
growling along, it was easy for him to attack
and kill each bull one at a time. And that is
just what he did.
Retold by Laurel Gugler, Hamilton, ONT, Canada

Daily life in an African village

Battling Birds in Zambia

The sun is just up; who is making all that racket
so early in the morning? It is 12-year-old Matayo
Lokomoto standing on an anthill, whanging a
stick against an old cooking pot.
.
It is harvest time in his village in Zambia.
School is closed. Matayo has been up early each
day battling birds to keep them from gobbling up
his father's ripening mayberry crop. If the birds
win out, there will be no harvest to store for food.
Matayo screams at the birds as they swoop
down on the garden. He claps loudly. He bangs
his stick against the cooking pot. He runs through
the garden waving his arms. Sometimes he shoots
arrows with the bamboo string bow that his father
taught him to make.

Matayo's brother Sita scrambles up the anthill
to join in the battle. His 5-year-old sister Ana
appears with an afternoon snack-an enormous
sweet potato cooked by their mother. Ana has a
corncob doll tied to her back with a bright scarf.
She is imitating the village mothers who carry their
babies on their backs. Ana yells at the birds for a
while and runs off to play. Standing on an anthill,
Matayo can see his family's house. It is round,
with thick walls made of sticks and mud. The roof
is grass. Matayo's father has cut the tall grass
around the house to keep away snakes and
malaria-carrying mosquitos.
Matayo sees his mother working in front of the
house. She sweeps the packed dirt around the
logs where the family sits at mealtime. Sometimes
she stirs the nshima (cornmeal) which is cooking
Vol. 6 no. 2 Skipping Stones Page 8

in a large kettle over the open fIre. Matayo
wonders what kind of sauce she will serve with
the nshima. She might use fIsh, or meat or beans.
Today he hopes it will be his favorite green
tomato sauce.
After the mayberry harvest, Matayo's father
has promised to give him some kwacha (money)
to spend at the marketplace. Matayo's mouth
waters as the thinks of the crisp, fried caterpillars
he will buy for a treat. There will be piles of them
for sale, along with garden produce like maize
(com) and groundnuts (peanuts).
Matayo's sister Mumbi walks along the
narrow path out of the bush. She carries a
bundle of fIrewood sticks on her head. Earlier,
their father rode his bicycle along this path on his
way to work at the Boma (government offIce).
Mumbi will soon come to help battle the birds.
Matayo looks at his dirty hands. He knows
that his mother will have water from the village
well ready for him to wash before the evening
meal. His hands must be clean when he uses his
fmgers to dip the nshima into the sauce.
Suddenly it is dark, and the birds flyaway to
roost. Matayo hurries home. Soon after his
evening meal, he spreads his mat inside the house
and lies down to sleep.
As his eyes close, he reminds himself that
there are only two more days until harvest-and
no more bird battling! He smiles, thinking, "I'm
the winner!"

-Edna W. Reimer, North Brunswick, New
Jersey. She "climbed an anthill, visited a marketplace,
and tasted afried caterpillar" on her trip to Zambia.

Words on Wildlife

by international students in Lusaka, Zambia

'AI!I~ll!lwffiff~lllll1!iM<iim'i,iiiMii1!iiiiiiii!!¥'ii'iMimlil1111}~Mill

A True Wild Lion
Lion in the morning,
Sleek, quiet and stil1.
Then rising,
Yawning,
Pacing.
Like a mother in the early hours.
Lion when she's hunting,
Still, observant, and calm.
Then bounding,
Racing,
Pouncing her prey.
Like a mother in the morning.
Lion when she's eating,
Hungry but sharing.
Feeding,
Liking,

The Distant Calling
The quivering ground
Shimmering with intense heat
Showing results of long, deadly
Drought
Which has killed hundreds of plants,
animals and PEOPLE
New life trying to emerge
From the rock solid earth
Has died
In the attempt to live.
Sitting here with my friend Juanita
-:Ursula Mildenberger,
Listening
The pattern of her sweet smelling breath
as she sits
Thinking
Makes me drowsy
Her eyes move around the airy room
Drawing arcs of blueness
Everything is at Peace
The trees are motionless
The wind is hushed
Silence
Only the African bee mumbles to itself
A dozing lament
Of heat and dust.

Caring.

Germany

Like a watchful mother.
Lion,
Beautiful, golden and silky.
Proud,
Pacing,
Peaceful.
Like a true wild lion.
-Aoife Doherty, grade 8,from Ireland

-Sally Jones, grade 6, from Australia

The Greysbok
Greysbok
seclusive in its ways
bounding from bush to bush,
hiding... from man,
the tiny one.
-Kevin Whelan, grade 8, from USA
Vol. 6 no. 2 Skipping Stones Page 9

The Hippo
Humble hippopotamus,
Bulky, big boned, a giant to us,
Loafing in the murky water,
Bathing in the warm sun,
Hoping someone will stop the slaughter,
You're a truck that weighs a ton.
-Jonathan Bleeker, grade 8, from New Zealand

I am the trOpIC I3.inforesf
I am green and misty
I am tall and mighty
e spend some time with me.
I am frightened of the man with the c a
I feel worried about deforestation
I keep the air pure for everyone
I shelter m y animals, plants and Native people.
I know that I can)tgrow back again
I dream about my uniqueness
I am becoming extinct
, I am the tropical rainforest.
Come spend so,me time\lwith me.
.,.
.
while rm still here.
¢

Mrs. Jeri Lee's Third Grade Class, California Avenue School,
in Uniondale, New York created this art and cooperative poem
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Enter the "Land of the Unexpected:"
These writings and drawings traveled to
Skipping Stones from an eighth grade English
class at Koroba High School in remote Tari,
Papua New Guinea, a country off the northeast
coast of Australia.
Peace Corp volunteer and teacher, Valerie
Conroy, writes that her students are mostly
from the Huli and Duna clans. Their homes are
scattered over a wide area of the rainforest, so
most live at the school.
" For most, English is their third or fourth
language. Some have included words in Huli.
Papua New Guinea has one of largest and most
diverse rainforests in the world and is quite
multicultural in itself with over 800 distinct
languages! However, very few people outside
of the Australasian region know much about
this beautiful country."

Cassowary and Pandanut

Papua New Guinea

1.
Oh! Bird of Paradise
Paradise, Paradise
What a beautiful bird you are.
Paradise! What makes you
beauty of this country?
When I entered your peaceful forest
I thought that fire
was burning on the tree leaves.
But it was only the colours
of your feathers like fire flames.

2.
I thought I was in a dream
But I was in the jungle, hunting
Oh, what a Bird of Paradise!
Sing our national anthem,
Oh, what a beautiful bird
Bird of Paradise, Paradise.

3.
When I am sad you sing a happy song
and greet me.
When I am happy you sing a sad song
and make me sad.
What a beautiful bird you are.

4.
Bird of Paradise,
You are the most beautiful bird
in Papua New Guinea.
Weare so proud of you being
in our country.
Fly! Fly!

What you see is what we call an anga rowa
(wild pandanut tree) which bears fruit for animals
to eat. Anga is ready so it falls down from the
5.
Warning...
rowa. The ukura (cassowary) and ketei ukura
Keep our Bird of Paradise Free!
(baby cassowary) are eating anga.
When they see or hear any sound of men or
-This composite poem is written by (1) Merolynne
dogs in the bush, the ukura will run as much as
Alina, (2) Haffia Payabe, (3) Mei Kununu, (4) Oli Lawi,
they can because men and dogs are their enemies. and (5) Max Meya Palai. Drawing by Limbisah Tandubi
- Yuguli Abuli, writing in English and Huli
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Our earth has too much trash. Don't throw
away that piece of paper with one sentence on it,
cut off the used part and save the rest for scratch
paper. If you have clothes you have outgrown,
use them for rags or donate them to charitable
organizations.
Do you find that the products you buy come
with unnecessary packaging? You could switch
to another brand that uses less packaging, or you
could write to the company and request them to
change their packaging methods.
One way to save trees and paper is to buy
products that are made from already recycled
paper. Buy cloth grocery bags or return used
paper bags when you go to the grocery store. As
today's children and tomorrow's future, it's our
responsibility to help care for our Mother Earth.
-Leah Etling, 14, Santa Ynez Valley, Solvang, CA.

Help Clean Up Water Pollution
Water pollution increases the cost of drinking
water. The water treatment plant has to use more
chemicals to disinfect the water. That means it
has to spend more money for the chemicals. If
the plant pays more, the water costs more.
Pollution will keep you from swimming in the
rivers. After all, would you like to swim through
muck?
Fish and birds die. Water pollution increases
growth of algae. The algae takes up oxygen in
the water, which kills the fish. Because the fish
are dead, the birds that feed on them die. I really
think that you should help clean up our rivers,
lakes, and streams. Just don't ever pollute.
-Jesse Updegraff, 10, Manchester, Missouri

Recycling is Cool
When we moved to our new house in the
country, we had no curbside recycling service.
So we started to save all of our glass, aluminum
cans, plastics, newspapers and cardboard stuff.
This added up to a lot of recyclables. When my
Dad takes it to a recycling drop-off center, it fills
up the entire back of his truck.
It's a pain remembering not to
throwaway a cereal box or
washing the jars out, but when you
fmd out you're helping to reduce
garbage in our overflowed landfills,
you start to change your mind.

If the rainforests are cut down, we will lose one
fifth of our oxygen supply. The rainforest supplies
some of our medicines that are used to cure
illnesses such as AIDS and cancer.
Once the rainforests are gone they can't be
replaced. You can't just go out and plant trees to
make a rainforest. Try to persuade your friends to
save the rainforests. Scientists believe that half of
the earth's land was covered with forests after the
ice age. Now less than 30% of those forests exist.
-Laura Fillenwarth, 10, Manchester, Missouri

Recycling is not a new idea in Italy. Women
who sew, reuse thread. Compost heaps have been
used to fertilize vegetable garden soil for years. In
the lemon groves the inside of the lemon is scooped
out, dipped in sugar and eaten fresh. The empty
lemon is used as a glass to hold spring water and
then placed on a wood stove to serve as an air
freshener. -Cathy Giordano, Westford, Massachusetts

Waste Reduction
We're throwing away too much garbage and
no one does anything to stop it. There is getting to
be so much waste in the world that our city has no
place for it. Usually it's sent away to landfills far
away, or thrown into lakes or oceans. From space,
astronauts can actually see smoke and piles of
waste. Large corporations and industries should
be legislated against to prevent them from getting
chemicals in our water. Some species of fish are
becoming extinct and people are getting cancer.
Electricity comes from natural resources. The
more we use it, the more we destroy nature's
beauty. Solar power was invented, why not use it?
Spray cans are poisonous and harm the ozone
layer. In the future there may not be an ozone
layer, unless we're careful. Also, a lot ofh<?usehold products can be dangerous to our bodIes.

It's up to us to make this world a better place
Mariem Joy Anitok, 13, Shedd, Oregon for the future.
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-Shannon Schneider, 9, North York, CANADA
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"Attention! I am Taking the Picture." -Victor Chanson

"The Hospitable Landlady" -Natasha Perminova

These photographs were taken by students at the photo
club ofSevastopol's Palace ofChildhood and Youth. Our
thanks to their teacher Alexander Vorobyev for sharing this
collection ofphotos. You can contact the Photo Club
members c/o The Pioneer House, Nakhimova Prospect 4,
Sevastopol, Krimskaya Oblast, UKRAINE 335000 C.IS.

"Blues" -Ivan Sitnikov
Vol. 6 no. 2 Skipping Stones page 13

"Small Nest" -Nikolai Dolenko

"Self-portrait" -Mickail Kulko

"Mischievous" -Mickail Kulko
VoI.6 no. 2 Skipping Stones Page 14

Young Artists of Ukraine
These watercolor paintings (and the
cover) were done by 8-and 9-year-oldstudents of the Second fonn in Ukraine.
They would love to have pen pals. Write
them c/o Helena Ryakskaya, teacher,
School No. 55, Lygovskaya ut., d. 211,
Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine, 320081 C.I.s.
I~ ('61)~. r
Names ~!the artists for each painting:
t.ibJ @) ~," 1. Alena Sbvldkaya
2. Sasha Loza
/'X:.
3. Marina Dzigunenko 4. Vlada Makhnitskaya
•
5. Alina Krivaya
6. Maxim Philiuski
7. Ulia Potemkina
8. Igor Maltsev
9. Anna Sokolova & cover: Alena Shvidkaya
.
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3HMHHe ClIE?3bI
KanaIOT KaIIJIH xpYCTaJIhRhIe,
CBeTRTCR B RpKHX JIyqax,
CJIOBRO, KaK cne3hI rrpOlllaJIhHhIe
KpacyIOTcR B 3HMHHX oqax.

r 0PllO cTyrraH HlleT rr06e::KlleRRaH
B rJIhI6ax,

llBOPUOBhIX pa3BaJIHHaX,

CKOpO paCTaeT OfHeM 060::K::KeHHaR
3HMylliKa B qepHbIX rrpOTaJIHHax.

-Anya Fedchenko, 12, Ukraine

Winter tears
The crystal drops are falling down,
Shining in bright rays of the Sun
Like the farewell tears sparkling in Winter's eyes.
That's Winter stepping in pride and glory
Among ruins of snow palaces and ice cliffs,
But it will melt soon,
Burnt in flames of Spring,
On the black bed of the breathing ground.
Vol. 6 no. 2 Skipping Stones page 15
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Her wide unblinking eyes stared fixedly at
the cold water far below. The white water
crashed over the rocks beneath the trees. She
studied the surface, waiting for the perfect
moment. Finally, she plunged, feet first, down
down, down, screaming through the air toward
the cold river. Her toes touched, sending up a
spray of water. Then the eagle opened her
wide wings and soared away, the wet fish
squirming in her sharp talons.
She stopped at a tall fir tree which held her
eyrie, where her two eaglets were waiting for
their dinners. She settled onto the side of the
nest of twigs and leaves. It was good-sized, a
full 9 feet across and 18 feet deep. It wasn't
too large for her though. She was 3 feet long
with a 7 foot wing span.
As she dropped pieces of fish into her
eaglets' mouths, she saw another adult bald
eagle in the distance. For a brief moment she
remembered her mate, who had drowned
trying to catch a fish not long ago. She was
all her little eaglets had left.
Though she was stirred by the sight of
the other eagle, she remained near her young.
Night was falling, an especially dangerous time
which she always spent near her eyrie.
The morning mist hung over the trees while
the mother eagle searched for a meal. She flew
over the river hoping to find a school of fish.
Suddenly, ahead of her an osprey snatched a
shining fish from the water. The hungry mother
eagle decided to go for it. As she beat her huge
wings in pursuit, the smaller osprey looked back
to see the enormous bald eagle closing in. The
osprey changed direction, hastily, but it was too
late. The eagle attacked, wings beating and
talons shredding. When the osprey dropped
the fish in submission, the eagle let it get away.
The mother eagle gathered up her prize and
returned to her eyrie, where her eaglets would
be awake and very hungry.
The two hunters loaded their guns and
quietly raised their binoculars to their eyes.
For a few moments they scanned the sky.
Finally, one of them broke the silence. "Hey,
is that one?" He pointed. "I think so," the other
said, studying the shape. He lifted his weapon.
The eagle hurried as she drew nearer to her
eyrie. The eaglets were impatient. She broke
into a clearing and soared...for a few seconds
she was perfection in the air.

Suddenly, there was a deafening noise and
almost simultaneously a burning pain exploded in
her midsection. Her body went limp, all beauty and
grace gone. She plummeted toward the ground...
had a fleeting thought of her eaglets...then her
pain vanished and a peaceful darkness washed
over her in a gentle wave.
THUD. The bird hit the ground hard. One of
the hunters picked it up by its feet.
"This one will bring quite a price."
"Yeah," the other grinned with glee.
They trudged through the woods, talking
excitedly about the money they would get from
selling the bald eagle's body parts.
They paused under a tree. "This is incredible!
I can't believe how lucky we were today!"
"Yeah..."
The men didn't know that in the maze of
branches above them was a huge eyrie in which
two young eaglets were waiting, waiting for their
mother. .. who would never come back.
"I have always admired the Pacific Northwest and
its wildlife because I was born there. I especially love
the large birds ofprey. "
-Shannon De Vaney, 14, ofKennewick, Washington
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Ask Dr. Kilowatt
Good morning, Dr. Kilowatt. Got a minute?
I have some questions for you.
. Dr. Kilowatt: Sure. Ask me anything. I'll
gIve you my energy for an hour.
I get the creeps thinking about our future.
There won't be much left when we grow up and
it will be too late to do anything. What can we
do right now to stop the planet from dying?
Dr. KW: It is true, there isn't much time left.
I share your fears. But I am at your service till my
juices stop flowing.
You can't continue to have your wonderful
planet and use it up, too. Surely, we don't want
to abuse Nature to the extent that Nature will
have a nervous breakdown. What we need to do
right away is to help each other live a lifestyle
that is not a burden on the biosphere. Take it
from me, Dr. Kilowatt. We must choose to live
simply and with a purpose! Are you up for it?
I'll do anything to get out ofthis mess!
Dr. KW: Well. Then, listen carefully. I
prescribe this Path of Sustainable Living for you
kids and your parents.
* There's no such thing as a free feast It is
the law of Nature and Ecology. The planet was
designed to meet our basic needs. There isn't
enough for everyone's greeds. We must learn to
use a little more imagination and elbow grease.
* You can't continue to have a piece of cake
and ice cream in your mouth for too long. Sooner
or later, you must swallow it and face its
consequences. Whatever we do, it has an effect
on our body, our society and our world.
Everything is connected to everything else.
* There is nothing new under the sun. Nature
throws away nothing. In Nature, everything is
recycled! You must reuse things that you have,
and recycle those that you can't reuse.
Why should we bother with recycling if
Nature recycles anyway?
Dr. KW: Because we are part of Nature too.
When you don't recycle, you're acting against
Nature. To recycle is to help yourself as you save
energy and resources needed for the future. You
also reduce the pollution that occurs in the
process of getting material to make bottles, cans,
paper, etc. and, of course, electricity. Why throw
away perfectly good resources in our landfills?
We don't have enough landfill space left.
* Instead of sending organic matter down the
Vol. 6 no. 2 Skipping Stones page 18

drain, compost it for your garden soil. It diminishes
the need for chemical fertilizers and reduces water
pollution problems in our streams and rivers.
But, Recycling is only a band-aid. Dr.
Kilowatt says, get to the root of this illness.
* We must reduce our use of natural resources.
That covers just about everything that we buy in
the market. We can't ask for brand new things just
to feel good. As a rule of thumb, you might say
"Not now" to anything bigger than your arm's
length or to anything that you can't buy with one
day's allowance (or wages).
How can I save energy?
Dr. KW: Now you're talking! My mission is to
halt all energy waste. Kilowatts cost money and
resources. Every time you push my buttons or
swi~c~es you're being charged against your future!
So It IS best not to waste precious energy.
I!1 a c.ol.d climate, we use a lot of energy for
heatmg hvmg spaces and water. My friend, Prof.
Doo Little says it is much better to put on an extra
sweater than to heat the house. Put on warm
clothing, rather than cranking the thermostat to
70°F. Shut storm windows and doors tight. Keep
unused rooms cooler and closed. Close curtains at
night to conserve heat and tum down your heat to
55° F at bedtime. And use a pair of good blankets.
Have your parents set the hot water tank
thermostat to 120-130° F. While brushing teeth,
why let. the water run unnecessarily? You might
take qUIck showers. Also, let the water stand in
your tub for a while so that all that heat in your
shower water does not go down the drain.
It is an eco-crime to use the clothes dryer when
it's sunny outdoors. Think of other ways to reduce
your heating and hot water use. Like wearing
clothes more than once before you wash them.
Your mom or dad will be happy about this one.
(Remember to hang them up so they won't have to
Iron them!)
Is there more we can do?
. Dr. KW: Sure. If we desire "good things" for
Just ourselves and do not share with others, our
world will suffer from exploitation, injustice, and
crime. Make sure you know what's going on in
the world. You might begin by using public
libraries to become aware of the nature and
relationships of things and beings.
* Establish Lending Libraries for cooperative
use of tools, machines and equipment to allow us to
make the best use of resources available.
* Make close friends with Nature. Take daily
walks outdoors to keep track of the seasons;
(continued on page 34)

Gadzooks! Too Much Garbage!
Our landfills are truly full. Yes, some of our trash biodegrades, but most of it takes years to decompose
completely. And, the more we rely on our dumps and our sewers, the more we pollute our soil and water. What
can we do to stop this landfill overflow? This pollution disaster? By becoming aware of our actions, we can cut
this problem down to size. Sort through the mess below to find words relating to garbage and waste disposal.
There are 36 words in all.
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A Nickel's Worth More From Dr. KW
Avoid using disposable items in your daily life.
No styrofoam cups, aluminum foil, plastic wraps,
paper plates, or disposable diapers, please!
In America, we must fmd ways to reduce
the 100 lbs. ofjunk mail per person-eatalogues,
advertisements, and such-that we get each year.
Say "NO" to junk mail. Return it to sender.
The least we can do is recycle it.
Bring your school lunch in a reusable
container. Have you heard about the "waste-free
lunch"? Use as little packaging as possible. You
might bake your own cookies and snacks instead
of buying ready-made ones. You might have to
give up a half hour of TV to do this! And do not
take or ask for what you can't eat comfortably.
Be creative; save some of your garbage from
going to the landfill! You can use egg cartons,
cereal boxes, milk caps, and other things for art
TMlJesl w- to reduce W8-••
and building projects.
• -.
.Composting also makes perfect sense. It
.
~ ~ buy I~L
..
recycles organic nutrients like food scraps, leaves To order thIS poster,.wlth tIps on solvm& the garbage cn~Is,
and grass clippings in your backyard or in a
~ontact: Alternatrves, Faculty of EnVIronmental StudIes,
compost bin. (Please see "Still Crazy After All
Umv. of Waterloo, Waterloo, ONT., N2L 3Gl CANADA
These Worms" on page 27.)
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Last summer, about 20 Japanese students
visited Eugene and Western Oregon through
the Kakegawa Education Center ofOregon
exchange program. We asked them:
"Was there anything you saw or
experienced in your stay in Oregon that you
didn't expect, or was surprising to you?"
Here are some of the replies.
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When I saw people wear their shoes inside
the house I was really surprised! Also, family
communication is so important.
-Emiko Kajiyama, 16
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I was surprised that even strangers here greet you when your eyes meet.
When you go shopping in Japan, you always get a bag from the cashier, but here they ask you if
you need one or not. ..they don't waste so much.
-Yoshiko Suzuki, 17
The recycling system here is much more
developed. I was surprised you can get 5 cents
back for empty cans!
-ehika Fukuda, 14
I was surprised at American eating habits:
they ate at no special time and always seemed
to be snacking on potato chips, cookies, juice
and things like that.
-Akiko Sugiyama, 17
Eugene has a nice balance of natural places
and names. There is a lot of natural beauty in
the city. The color of the buildings and the
atmosphere of the city is brighter than in Japan.
-Maho Dazai, 13

Children dress and look very grown-up, but
still act like children. Children seem spoiled and
selfish, especially when not with their parents.
Maybe it's only Eugene, but there were fewer
law-and-order problems than I expected.
-Junko Suganuma, 15
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Can and bottle recycling is much more
advanced than in Japan. Also, the variety of
goods in stores is much greater than Japan.
- Yayoi Sugiyama, 15
I think Americans do their own thing, without
worrying about what other people think. I saw
them shopping in only their undershirts.
Also, even when people meet for the first
time they laugh and talk together. This is quite
different from Japan.
-Kaori Sasamoto, 16

Berlin, Mexico City, Los Angeles

Look at what we are doing to our cities

Meine anne Stadt

Mi Pobre Ciudad.

My Poor City

Meine anne Stadt hat Probleme
und ich kann keinen Ausweg finden,
alles wird zerstort
von der Umweitverschmutzung.
Abgasse verdecken morgens die Sonne
und lassen sie nicht scheinen.
LKWs und Busse werfen ihre Abgase
iiber diese meine Stadt.
Leute werfen Miill
auf aile Strassen.
Es gibt Abfalle auf dem Burgersteig,
keiner halt ihn sauber!

Mi pobre ciudad tiene problemas
y no puedo hallar la solucion.
todo sera destruido
a causa de toda esta contaminacion.
El smog cubre el sol en las mananas
y ni siquiera 10 dejar brillar.
Los camiones arrojan su humo
sobre toda esta ciudad mia.

My poor city is in trouble
And I can't find the solution,
Everything will be destroyed
On account of all this pollution.
Smog in the morning covers the sun
And won't even let it shine.
The trucks and buses are spewing their
Fumes all over this city of mine.
People are throwing garbage
La gente esta tirando basura
en cada una y todas las calles.
On each and every street.
Hay desechos sobre todas las aceras. There's junk all over the sidewalks,
nadie las mantiene limpias!
No one keeps them neat!
The flowers are starting to wither,
Las flo res comienzan a marchitarse.
Die Blumen fangen an zu welken,
The smog is making them cry.
el smog las hace llorar.
die Abgase bringen sie weinen.
We can no longer smell their perfume,
Ich werde ihren zum Duft nicht mehr
No podremos oler mas su peifume.
Everything soon will die.
todo pronto morira.
riechen konnen, alles wird bald sterben.
The streams have run out of water,
Las corrientes estan vadas
Die Strome haben kein Wassermehr,
estan lienas de desague de la ciudad. they're filled with waste from the city.
sie sind mit dem Abfluss der Stadt gefiillt.
All the fish have long been killed,
Die Fische sind schon lange gestorben,
Hace tiempo que todos los peces
And nothing is pretty anymore.
und nichts ist mehr schon.
murieron, y nada es ya bonito.
When I come from Cuernavaca
Wenn ich aus Cuernavaca komme,
Cuando vengo de Cuernavaca
I can see my city in a haze.
kann ich meine Stadt in einem Nebel sehen. puedo ver mi ciudad en una niebla.
Ya no es 10 mismo hoy
It's not the same today
Es ist heute nicht das Gleiche,
As it was in the olden days.
als in den alten Zeiten.
que 10 que era en los viejos tiempos.
Nadie puede siquiera respirar,
Keiner kann mehr atrnen,
No one can even breathe,
nuestras gargantas y lenguas estan
unsere Lungen und Zungen sind trocken.
Our throats and lungs are dry.
Ich wiinschte alles andem zu konnen
I wish I could change all this
secas. Quisiera poder cambiar todo
And clean up the land and the sky.
esto y limpiar la tierra y el cielo.
und Erde und Himmel saubermachen.
This is a sad story about Mexico
Esta es una triste historia sobre la
Das ist eine traurige Geschichte uber
ciudad de Mexico y todas las grandes City and all the big cities in the
Mexiko Stadt und aile grossen Stiidte der
world. We have to keep our
ciudades del mundo. Debemos
Welt. Wir miissen unsere Umwelt sauber
mantener nuestro medio ambiente
environment clean to have a
halten. um ein besseres und gesunderes
limpio para tener una vida mejor y
healthier and better life.
Leben zu haben.
mas saludable.

-Odette Gras, 19, the Skipping Stones representative in Mexico, sent this trilingual poem from Puebla, Mexico

5000families work sorting recyclables on this 67-hectare "Smoky
Mountain" dump site in Metro Manila, Philippines.-Connie Walsh
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ouch the Sea
I had never seen the waves,
Come crashing at the shore,
I had never heard that sound one hears,
When the ocean roars.
I had never smelledthat salty scent,
Of which the seas all smell,
Nor had I touched a wave,
While it was starting to swell.
I saw it first on Aaland,
And I'll not soon forget,
That fIrst beautiful experience,
When I was ocean-wet.

A tiny little island,
In the Baltic Sea,
Aaland was part of Finland,
But now it's part ofme.
-Sarah Allison, 12, Littleton, Colorado

The Chanterelle
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The suction cups
on an octopus' arm are
almost as sensitive as
It has a crop and beak like a chicken,
your fmgers. Octopuses
gills like a fish, and changes color like a
use the suction cups
chameleon. Its eyes and limbs are very
like you use your hands,
to pick up objects.
sensitive, and it learns tricks like a dog.
Scientists have taught
Can you guess what animal I've described?
If you said "octopus," you're right!
octopuses to open jars
When you think of an octopus, you
for food and open small
might picture a huge creature wrapping
doors.
its arms around a sinking ship. But most
Octopuses have
aren't big enough to sink a ship. The
large, sensitive brains.
smallest is just two inches long!
Scientists have taught
Octopuses can be big, too. The body of
them to recognize colors
the North Pacific octopus is over 18 feet
Oc:.TOPUS vNocll-S1Di
and patterns. Octopuses
also show their smarts
long. Its arms are 30 feet long! Though
this huge creature is bigger than a delivery OeroPUS EGGS AtoiD
by learning mazes.
truck, it eats fish, crabs and clams, not ships. YOUNG-Oe:tOpus Octopuses use their arms to walk, catch
Octopuses are mollusks, and like all
prey, or open crab traps. If one arm doesn't
mollusks, they have no bones. In the sea,
do the job, an octopus will use another and
the water holds them up. There they float
another until it gets what it wants. How many
as gracefully as a ballet dancer. But out of
things could you do with eight hands?
the water they look like a sack ofjelly.
Octopuses are sensitive to changes in the
Most octopuses are brown or grey with
ocean, like warmer currents or polliution.
darker blotches. When angry or frightened,
If the oceans aren't healthy, octopuses can't
they puff extra water into their mantle, the
survive. But as long as we care about oceans,
domelike shape above their arms. Their
there'll be plenty ofsmart mollusks around.
color darkens. Octopuses look so
---art and essay by Kris Erickson, Tacoma, Washington
frightening this way that only the most
fearsome enemies dare to swim near!
If a dangerous enemy like a moray eel or
shark threatens an octopus, it changes color to
match the plants and rocks. If that doesn't
Mollusks
work, the octopus shoots a cloud of dark ink
A slug told
from a special pore in its mantle. The octopus
a snail,
can hide in the ink cloud while it glides to a
"0 ver time,
safer spot.
Slime
and grime,
Octopuses live in dark or shady places,
work as well
in jumbles of rocks or coral formations.
As a shell."
Their sensitive skin turns dark to protect
The covered mollusk
itself if the light is too bright.
Was nonplused.
Octopuses eat crabs, fish, clams and
It replied,
oysters. They grab passing crabs or fish
"I prefer this hard exterior,
with the suction cups on their long, fingerAnd I think it's superior
like arms. Even a large clam shell is not
To being mistaken for a worm."
strong enough to stay shut if an octopus
wants it open! They use their arms to pull
-Diane M. Calabrese is an
food into their pointed, beaklike mouth.
entomologist (a scientist who
studies insects) in Columbia,
Octopuses have no teeth, but they have a
Missouri.
small organ beside their stomach called a crop
that helps crush their food. They also have a
raspy tongue to break offbits of flesh.
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Smart Mollusk

Admiring Our Animal Friends
The Cat ofthe Night

Snake
Wild Horses
Running like wind
Wild and free,
Sometimes I wish
That it was me.
Riding on the back
Ofthe herd,
Riding so swift
And free as a bird.
Running the Mustangs
Across the desert
Gold dust flying
From each hoof present.
The wind through my hair
And stinging my face
The time goes by
As the Mustangs race.
It hurts me all over
To see them hooked toa cart,
But they'll always run free
Inside my heart.
-Nicole Pinson, Gr. 6, Maple Grove
Middle, Battle Ground, Washington

Animals in the Bay

Eyes darting quickly,
slithering through the leaves.
Some with a venomous bite
some without.
A clever thing it is.
Long,
with a smooth feeling skin.
Sssssssssss!
-Jason Dalal, 10, Hindu IndianAmerican, Freehold, New Jersey
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As a black feline
Crept through the house,
His graceful paws move
Suspiciously
Through
The silent house,
He examines everything.
Slowly and stealthily
The feline creeps into the
Gloomy dark garage.
A boy walks in after
The feline and
Smiles slowly.
The boy
Lays down a saucer of
Creamy milk.
The feline
Walks over to the
Saucer and purrs.
-Justin T. Bell, 10, Destrehan, Louisiana

They Fly Together

Spring makes me
And sometimes
Happy.
They fly scattered
I like to watch
But they
Always
The geese fly by
Sometimes they fly Stick
In a V-shape Together
-Alena Ahren, 9
Britt, Samir and
Alena go to
Woodriver Elem.
School, Fairbanks,
Alaska

Animals in the bay: cats, dogs,
elephants, fish, gorillas, horses in the bay,
jays, kangaroos, lions, monkeys...
Night began to fall. Oh no! Will
there be enough room? Here comes a
bunch of parrots, quails, raccoons,
~
snakes, tigers, vultures, and walrus brings
a bunch of fish. I don't think there will
.
~
be enough room. Here comes yak and
zig-zagging zebra to the bay. Then ~
The Whales
comes a cricket and then. . .
.)/j~\
Every whale
Sperm whale
POP!! Everyone went up in the air
That
ever
was
Fin whale
and came down CRASH! BOOM!
Was
partly
splash
Blue
whale
/\
OUCH! Everyone looked at the cricket ~ _
Narwhal
'but the cricket had run away.
~ And partly swim
-Navneet Sahu, 8, Hoptakong, New Jersey
-Britt Larson, 8
Underwater mammals.
When I see a whale
My heart
Beats
Faster.
-Samir Patil, 8
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The Littlest Dairymaid

As you can see, ants
are caring and dutiful
cow-herds. They have
been in the business of
herding cattle much
longer than humans.
In fact, the relationship
between ants and
aphids has been in
existence for millions of
years. The next summer
day you are outside,
look and see if you can spot this littlest dairymaid.
-Debbie Remelius, Charlotte, North Carolina, "is

Sometimes it's frightening how similar
humans and animals are to each other. In
the insect world, ants build cities,wage war,
keep pets, raise gardens and harvest crops.
Some ants even have servants and slaves to
tend to their every need! Ants also care for
and breed other animals-not for meat but
for the milk these other animals produce. In
light of this, the ant can be considered the
littlest dairymaid in the world.
On almost any summer day, you can observe
these dairymaids tending their "cows." These
fascinated by the wonders ofnature and the relationship
prized cattle are the tiny green insects which
and similarities between humans, animals, and insects. "
live on the stalks of roses, chrysanthemums, and
~
other plants. These "milk cows of the ants,"
//'
-~
Midnight Thief
//
so nicknamed by Carl Linnaeus, the pioneer
rY~
naturalist, are actually aphids, or plant lice.
'. ~~.. For your vacation in Wyoming,
The "milk" they produce is called honeydew,
~
. 'you are sleeping in a cabin in the
which is a colorless fluid with a sweetish taste. .:
'.:. woods. In the middle of the night,
Aphids produce this honeydew as a byproduct
-£~ .'.~
you hear a rustling sound. You
when they suck juices from plants or trees,
0.:::--"';'-'_. ',,'
~< look up to see ~omething moving
much like cows make milk by eating grass.
. ~ ~. near your open wmdow. You reach
• c:; ~
C
for your flashlight and shine it on the
Like any good shepherd or cowherd, these
window
ledge,
but
whatever made the noise is gone.
ants are on guard for any "wolf' which might
Wondering
what
time
it is, you reach for your watch.
try to steal or kill their cows. Sometimes the
You left it on the table beside the bed, but now it's
ants build tiny sheds or "bams" of leaves to
gone!
Stolen. In its place is a rusty bottle cap.
shelter their insect cattle. These barns also
If
you
had looked sooner, you would have seen
prevent the cows from wandering off and
that your thief was a bushy tailed woodrat. Better
help protect them from enemies.
known as a packrat or trade rat, this animal will drop
The ants also post sentries to prevent
what it is carrying to pick up something it likes
enemies from coming too close. The dairymaids better. That's why you got a bottle cap and the
will only let ants from their own city approach
packrat got your watch.
the valuable milk-giving animals. If a wasp,
If you want to find your watch, you'd better
spider or any other enemy approaches, the
look for a small, brownish-gray animal with white
ant rushes to defend her charges. She fights
feet, a white underside and a long tail (almost half its
courageously until she either drives the enemy
length is made up oftail).
away or sacrifices her life for her precious cows.
Woodrats are found all over the United States.
In the northwest, they live in many odd places such
This littlest dairymaid also insures that her
as abandoned mines, cabins, caves, cliffs or tree
cows have enough to eat so that they will
roots. There they build a nest of soft grasses. The
continue to produce milk. If the aphids'
woodrats in the southwestern U.S. are called whitegrazing fields fail, the ant will carry her animals
throated woodrats. They often make nests of brush
one by one in her mouth to greener pastures.
and cactus and line them with stones.
Perhaps she will take them to the tender rose
East of Colorado, the woodrat '.:.~ ;~..
bushes or juicy com stalks in your garden.
lines its cup-shaped !1est wit~ grass,' I~":' >.~...,.:
During the winter when the weather turns
paper, bark or anything else It can fmd.·
';;~
cold and rainy, this littlest dairymaid will carry
Regardless
of
the
part
of
the
country
her cows into the warm interior of the anthill.
There, she will tend to the aphids' eggs until the you find them, they have one thing in
common. Woodrats are uncommonly good burglars!
return of warm, sunny weather. In
-Karen Cogan, Farmington, New Mexico
spring, she will take her cows to the ,...
roots of plants and allow them to graze.
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Energy, Environment and Ethics: Foodfor thought
You might want to take up some ofthese
questions in your class discussions or assignments.
Let us know what you come up with.
• Joachim, Mike and Chan are three children.
Mike's family has several huge garbage bags lined
up for the garbage truck to pick up each week.
Joachim's family usually throws away one full
garbage bag and recycles several shopping bags full
of bottles, newspaper, tin, and cardboard. Chan's
family has no regular garbage pick up service.
Chan's dad takes a monthly trip to the recycling
center with their recyclables. Chan's mom composts
their food scraps, lawn clippings and leaves for their
back yard garden. Joachim's family has two energy
efficient cars and Mike's family has a four-door
sedan and a pick-up truck. Chan's family has a small
car but they mostly use bicycles for getting around.
Can Mike, Chan and Joachim be good friends?
Where might they live? Whose lifestyle is more
sustainable? How does your family live? Which
lifestyle would you choose? Why?
• These days one can buy many "disposable"
products--cameras, razors, paper plates, napkins,
pens, paper towels, diapers, . .. When does it make
sense to use disposable items? When does it make
sense to say "Enough" to them? If we continue
our use of throw-away products at the current rate,
when would we see a serious problem for our
environment? Now? 2000,2025, or 3000 AD?
• What are durable goods? Do you agree with
this definition, "products that are designed to last
for three or more years?" Why or why not?
• You're offered a choice of two durable
products; both would do the job. However,
Product A costs $100, and it takes energy worth
$20 per year to use it. Product B costs $130, but
it needs energy worth only $10 per year to run it.
Which one is a better buy? Which one might
be a more ecological product? What assumptions did you make in reaching your decision?
• What can we do to reduce our negative
impact on the environment? To make our world
last longer, to make our home sustainable? Rank
the following in terms of their effects on nature.
- Minimize our use of non-essential things
- Stop using poisonous chemicals altogether
- Recycle materials after use
- Reuse things before recycling them
- Use renewable resources
- Use less oil, coal, nuclear energy
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• What do you think about sales pitches
like: "Buy now and save later," "Just charge
it," "No down payment," "Send no money
now; we'll bill you later." Can we continue to
live the way our TV commercials push us to?
What does overconsumption mean to you?
• Locally produced milk sells for $2.25 a
gallon. Refined gasoline, shipped from a place
1,000 or more feet underground, and across the
oceans, 2,000 to 10,000 miles away, sells for
$1.13 a gallon. How come? What is the
problem with the way human societies treat the
environment and natural resources?
• If you were the only one who had energy
to sell in the world market, what would you
charge your customers? Describe all the
components of your pricing formula and any
assumptions made.
• Can we ever have a sustainable lifestyle if
energy costs only a fraction of the true value?
• Are any of the following technologies
sustainable? Could everyone in the world have
unlimited use without harmful effects to Nature?
1. Telephone 2. Television 3. Computer
6. Refrigerator
4. Bicycle 5. Car
7. Solar hot water heater
8. Motor bike
9. Air conditioner, and
10. Railway trains
• If we don't do anything to change the way
we live, where will we end up in 2025 AD?
• What is it that will make us happy in our
life? Why? Are we working on that long-term
goal or are we seeking temporary happiness,
most of the time? ~-Ol-

Still Crazy After All These Worms ...
I'm crazy about worms.
So, when I go to school, I take more than a
thousand worms. And, I take a bunch of dirt, a
pile of old newspapers, a big plastic bin, and
some magnifying glasses too!
We're probably too old to be students in
your class, but my friend Stephen and I like to
visit with our redworms and demonstrate worm
composting. What's that, you ask? It's when
you feed all your food scraps (and yard
clippings, leaves and paper scraps) to redworms.
The castings (worm poop) are really good for
the plants in your garden.
When we first visit a classroom, Stephen and
I talk garbage. All kinds of garbage, from metal,
wood, plastic and paper to glass, food and yard
waste. Everyone knows where it goes-to the
dump. Sometimes dumps are called landfills,
huge holes in the ground filled with garbage.
Because landfills leak dangerous chemicals and
strange gases, they aren't good for our planet.
They also fill up quickly, forcing us to use more
land for waste disposal.
How can we stop making so much garbage?
Most of us help by recycling cans, bottles and
paper. But what about apple cores, fruit peels,
rotten lettuce and moldy bread? Is that
recyclable?
It's recyclable if you compost it. Let your
redworms solve part of the waste problem, for
they eat rotting leaves, food scraps and even
newspaper!
To put together a home for composting
worms, shred some newspaper and add just
enough water to make it moist (not dripping).
Put it in a plastic or wooden bin which has air
holes. Add a little dirt, which helps the worms
digest food in their gizzards. When you add
the worms, watch as they hurriedly burrow into
the paper to get out of the light. Be sure to give
them something to eat, so they can begin
composting your garbage right away!
-Steven Frankel,
~
Eugene, Oregon.
~ p~
Steven and Stephen
~~
White edit a quarterly
~~(' ,~ .. ~:.
newsletter, Worm
",~.'
,~;.~
.. ~~~~
Digest (Subscriptions
$4.50, from Box 544,
Eugene, OR 97440- 9998). Everything you wanted
to know about worms but were afraid to ask!

Earth-Friendly Napkins

Today everyone wants to be kind to our earth.
Sometimes, in order to do this, you need to go
back to the basics. Here's something you can
make that's actually been around for a long time
but isn't used enough anymore. Cloth napkins.
People used cloth napkins way before paper
napkins took hold. But in the late 1950s, any
items that were time and labor saving became
popular. Paper products like.tissues and napkin~
were in demand. HandkerchIefs and cloth napkms
were out.
Nowadays your family may use cloth napkins
for special occasions. But why not use them for
your school lunch everyday? These small cloth
napkins can go right into your lunch box. Or, you
can use them at home for your meals instead of
using disposable paper napkins.
Here's how you make them:
• Cut pieces of material 14 inches long and 10
inches wide. Make sure it's soft, cotton material
with patterns and colors you like. They can all be
the same or all different. You may have fabric
scraps at home if someone sews, but fabric stores
also sell scraps at a discount.
• Have an adult fold over twice and iron all
four edges of the rectangular pieces. The folds
should be 1/4 inch each.
• Now it will be easy for you to sew the hems
all the way around the napkins. You can do it by
hand or use a sewing machine. (If someone could
help you, this would be a good first project to
learn how to use a sewing machine!)
You'll find that you may be able to use a
napkin for more than one day before you have to
wash it. It depends on what you eat and how
messy an eater you are! You can add to your
collection whenever you find fun fabric. You'll
be surprised how much softer these homemade
napkins are on your skin than scratchy paper
ones. After seeing yours, your friends and family
will be wanting to have their own cloth napkins!
The next time you go to the grocery store, pick
up a package of 250-count paper napkins. Think
of how you can save at least that much paper
from going into landfills in one school year.
By going back to the basics, you're doing a
good thing for our one and only earth!
-Candace Phinney, East Aurora, New York
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Swaying
Sway, sway, sway with the trees.
Fall off a branch onto the soft, cool grass.
Do not fear the night.
I promise.
It won't hurt if you fall.
A tree is so kind when you sleep,
it keeps spinning flaxen golden dreams for
you to dream.
And when you climb to the top of the tree
you see gentle sunlight and veiled horizon.
A tree is a beautiful thing.
-Lennee Mozia, 9, Graland Day School, Golden, Colorado

The Trees Are Going to Revolt
Sometimes I feel the trees might get angry
Some people treat them as if they haven't a purpose
Everywhere I look, people pick leaves here,
Pine cones there
You'd better watch out;
the trees are going to revolt.
I don't think we realize that trees might feel
How can we know what trees know?
You'd never dream of it;
the trees are going to revolt
I doubt that the human race would enjoy
their fmgers being ripped off as if
they were nothing
The trees have been here since the beginning of time
We haven't.
Trees do so much for us, like give us air we breathe,
the beauty of the seasons, or the syrup on
our pancakes in the moming
Fires wouldn't bum without dead wood
Without trees we could never see the brightness of
foliage in the autumn, or its rebirth in spring
We'd never have a shady place to sit
in the park for lunch
I hope you're paying attention:
the trees are going to revolt.
When the trees are all gone, there won't be
any air to breathe, no one to breathe it
No shadows in the park, no park
The land will be blank for miles around;
all that will be left are the sand and the water.
The trees revolted
The world is back to normal; the grass is green
the land isn't bare.
Too bad there's no one around to enjoy it, but
the trees are happy.
-Patrick Brady, 15, Jamestown High, Jamestown, New York
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-Marie Keis, Gault, Gardes, France

A Company ofNine
In an old album
people from the past
smile from faded photographs.
The Bryant's LumbeIjack Company
a party of nine
pose for a group portrait.
They are dressed against the weather,
strong ax-swinging men.
They are resting after a long
day of timbering.
They have been up since before dawn's rays
and now they break for lunch.
Money was scarce
but they were willing to work.
Holidays were brief, then back
to the woods they went.
Here they cut and carved
out their lives
LumbeIjacks.
LumbeIjacks,
they have built the past
and the present,
and now look to the
Future.
-Lee Smith, 16, D.R. Hill Middle School, Duncan,
South Carolina

Spring
Looking Out My Window
Looking out my window I see an abortion protest.
Will they save the children?
Looking out my window I see papers and cans lying in the street.
Who will pick them up?
Looking out my window I see people of the world fighting.
Who will make the p~ace?
Looking out my window I see our world falling apart
like a broken puzzle.
Who will put it back together?
-Jennifer Sorgenfrei, 13, Fassett Middle School, Oregon, Ohio

The Waterfall
My past is as clear as water.
I can see it all.
The years flow down the waterfall called life.
So quickly the time is gone.
But new dreams ripple in the pool of life,
Splashing through the heart,
Bringing joy and sorrow.
-Melissa Rifkin, 13, European-American,
Bethlehem Central Middle, Delmar, New York

Oh Shining Moon
J

Oh, shining moon
White as white could be
Lead me to the promised land
Where all are free.

What is the meaning of Spring?
Spring means
Happiness andjoy,
Birds flying without hurry,
Trees blooming again,
It is new life.
Spring means
Sun shining brightly,
Green grass,
Colored trees,
It is new life.
Spring means
Children playing around,
Climbing trees,
Running here and there,
It is a new life.
Spring means
Birds singing,
Plants growing,
Animals playing,
It is a new life.
Spring means
The best time to deepen,
Your friendships,
And have fun.
Now, I know the meaning of
Spring.
-Nina Lapuente, 14, Gua'jara, Mexico

Oh, shining moon
Great as great could ever be
Shine your light upon my path
So myoId eyes can see.
Oh, shining moon
Big and grand and free
Lead me to the promised land
Where I so longingly wish to be.
Oh, shining moon
So beautiful and great
Be with me along the way
Tell me of my fate.
Oh, shining moon
White as white could ever be
Lead me to the promised land
Big and great and free!
"My ancestors came from England, Germany,
and Denmark. They consisted of ranchers, farmers,
musicians, artists, mayors, teachers, nurses, and
pilots. I am an ordinary Caucasian American girl
who cares about people ofall shapes, sizes, and
-Sara Harper, 10, Pearland, Texas
colors."
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L.A. W. (Land Air Water) Section
April 22, 1994: Earth Day Celebration
April 17-23:
National Week of the Ocean
April 30:
National Arbor Day
May 1994:
American Wetlands Month
June 5,1994:
World Environment Day
Stop Deforestation: Author Richard
Grossman suggests that chainsaws should be
outlawed between the Tropic of Cancer and the
Tropic of Capricorn. Wooded land the size of
Austria disappears from the earth every year.
The Green Games? Sydney, Australia is
planning the 2000 Olympics with the earth in
mind. Buildings, to be built with non-toxic and
recycled materials, will be energy-efficient. The
solar-powered athletes' village will not need aircond!tioners. Instead of using lots of paper for
sendmg notes, athletes and officials will
communicate with electronic mail. Visitors will
also ~eceive reusable tickets good for games,
pubhc transportation, and food. And when the
Olympic Games are over, the athletes' village will
be turned into housing for Sydney residents.
More News from Down Under.... In 1992,
2000 humpback whales were sighted in
Australian waters, up from 200 in 1963, when the
whale was granted legal protection in Australia.
Mercury-oxide Batteries- The Matsushita
Battery: Co. and !oshiba Co.rp. plan to stop
producmg battenes made WIth mercury oxide by
1995. Used mercury oxide batteries cause
mercury pollution in dumps and groundwater.
Anne Frank of our Times- Until recently,
Zlata Fillipovic, now 13, lived in BosniaHerzegovina. She kept a diary of her
experiences, frustrations and feelings throughout
the continuing destruction of her city of
Sarajevo. Her diary, a first-hand account of the
war's ill effects on her family, friends and
community, as well as herself, was published in
France last December. It became a best-seller
overnight, and is now available in ten other
countries, including the United States.
T~e W:0rl~'s Longest Bridge for pedestrians
and bICychsts IS on the Tennessee River in
Chattanooga, Tennessee. Suggested as one of
40 ways in which to revitalize downtown
citizens convinced the authorities to reno~ate
rather than demolish the bridge. 1,700 citizens
participated actively.
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They have brains too! Scientists now have
that chimpanzees (and other
ammals) can learn math and language skills. In
several experiments, scientists were able to
communicate with the animals using both spoken
English and Sign language. Chimpanzees cannot
speak ~ut they can understand human speech.
One chimpanzee was actually observed teaching
a newcomer to the experiment using sign
language. He also learned tool making and usage
simply by observing a TV program.
e~dence concluding

Bicycle Friendly City: Gronigen, Holland is
the most bicycle friendly city in the Western
World, with 57% of its residents using bicycles for
transportation. For the last 20 years, the city has
consIstently promoted energy-efficient bicycles
and the public bus system over private
automobiles. Many streets and areas are closed to
cars. Instead, this city of 170,000 is full of parks
bike paths, bicycle parking spaces and bus rout~s.
J\nd the city center merchants love it as they have·
dIscovered that it is good for their business!
Ecological Disaster in Iraq-Remember the
burning oil wells and black skies of Kuwait? As if
this ecological disaster from the 1991 Gulf War
wasn't enough, another human-made ecological
tragedy is threatening the very existence of the
Marsh Arabs of Southern Iraq. The Iraqui
government has built dykes and canals to divert
the fresh water feeding the marshes, thereby
destroying the habitat of Native people. The
situation is ~ disaster, according to a PBS report.
You may WIsh to express your concerns over this
genocide of the Marsh Arabs by writing to the
U.N. Secretary General and to your government.
Environmental Racism? Conservation and
ecological awareness mean much more than clean
air and water or sustainable forestry. Low-income
and inner city communities must also have safe
living conditions, free of industrial pollution and
hazardous wastes. Often low-income
communities are asked to make a choice between
jobs and clean environment. In the name of
economic growth, they are sold polluted air and
chemical contamination in the form of landfills,
waste incinerators and noisy freeways. In the
South~rn Unit~d States, like in many developing
countnes, low-mcome communities and minorities
end up getting a lion's (disproportionately high)
share of environmental problems.

~

"I came from a hostile and violent
environment to an environment where I can
speak comfortably and intellectually about the
violence in my urban area... I was in a room
with people from all over the United States,
from all different racial, ethnic, and religious
backgrounds. Nevertheless, we were all
striving to make a change in this violent
society."
Abdullah Payton of New Jersey describes
his ten days last summer with 44 other young
people, 13-20, in an annual retreat sponsored
by the Future Leaders Network. It was an
intense and rewarding time in which everyone
involved was committed to improving their
leadership skills and becoming active in issues
Tiffani Summerville, Rosalind Greenberg and Vinh Au,
affecting their communities and our society.
Kansas City Summerbridge. Photo by Amy Brandt
The Future Leaders Network was created
Six weeks starting in June. 35 to 80 middle
in 1987 in response to the isolation that many
school students. Five classes a day-writing,
young activists feel in working toward social
literature, and math among them. Two and a half
justice. The Network brings young leaders
hours of homework a night.
together throughout the year to learn from adult
Sounds like school in the summer, doesn't it?
activists and from each other. Therefore, they
But wait. .. Four to five motivated kids in each
are able to stress the connections between social
class.
Zany young teachers in high school and
issues and the value of cooperation. Young
college.
Classes where you debate Brown v.
people participate in and lead discussions and
workshops, improve writing and public speaking Board of Education or eat plums with a poem.
skills, produce a newsletter and videos, and share Elective classes like Japanese, Law and Ethics, A
cultural and recreational time together. Contact: Day in the Oval Office, Civil Rights, Art History.
Future Leaders Network, P.O. Box 170610,
It's not school, it's Summerbridge!
Brooklyn, NY 11217, oreal! (718) 643-9603.
From Hong Kong to Honolulu, from New York
City to Kansas City, there are more than 20 tuitionfree Summerbridge programs. Summerbridgers,
most of whom come from inner cities, represent a
diversity of racial, cultural, and economic backgrounds. When they come to Summerbridge, they
share and become aware of that diversity. They
push themselves in academics, atWetics, the arts.
And they come to make friends, build confidence.
But overall, they come for a challenge.
Kansas City Summerbridge met their challenges
last year with cooperation and creativity. Students
joined the community by sorting food at a local
pantry and cleaning up a neighborhood center.
They combatted prejudice during Diversity Days,
planned and led all-school meetings, created a
giant quilt, and performed in Celebration at
summer's end. Ask any Summerbridger, and they
would urge you to contact Summerbridge
Schoolchildren proudly participate in a weekly clean-up National, 3101 Washington Street, San
oftheir neighborhood streets in Beijing, People's
Francisco, CA 94115, oreal! (415) 749-2037.
Republic ofChina.
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Building Your Nature and Ecology Library

Snakes by Erik D. Stoops & Annette T. Wright
(Sterling Publishing Co., 387 Park Ave., New
York, NY 10016). How do you know if a snake
is asleep? Can a snake tie itself into a knot?
Questions about snakes? Full-color photographs
and fascinating facts make this book a page
turner. Topics range from habitats and behavior,
to snakes' importance to the environment.

Outdoor Survival Handbook for Kids by Willy
Whitefeather (Harbinger House, 1051 North
Columbus Blvd., #1100, Tucson, AZ 85711).
Focuses on skills and knowledge that will help
increase your awareness of the outdoors. This
valuable resource on outdoor survival
emphasizes confidence, self-reliance and
empowerment.

Beneath the Waves by Norbert Wu (Chronicle
Books, 275 5th St., San Francisco, CA 94103).
Brimming with diversity, the underwater kelp
forest is a world all its own. The author
introduces us to this unique ecosystem with
stunning photographs of the plants and animals
that make the kelp their home.

Cities in the Sand: The Ancient Civilizations
of the Southwest by Scott Warren (Chronicle
Books, CA). By exploring the ancient cities of
the American Southwest, readers discover how
civilizations are shaped by the natural world.
Detailed explanations of archaeology,
photographs, and interactive questions help
create the stories of cultural groups such as the
Anasazi, Hohokam, and Mogollon.

Among the Orangutans: The Birute Galdikas
Story by Evelyn Gallardo (Chronicle Books, CA).
Birute is a renowned naturalist who followed her
childhood dream to study the endangered
orangutan in its vanishing rainforest habitat.
Inspires us to follow our own dreams and to
participate in the world.

Nature Craftsfor Kids by Gwen Diehn and Terry
Krautwurst (Sterling Publishing). Children
learn by doing, and this colorful nature crafts
book has no shortage of activities. Included are
activities for every season and lots of information
about everything from wind, rain, and animal
tracks to sand, seeds, and snowflakes.
Instructions are clear and photos and drawings
help every step of the way.
Extremely Weird Endangered Species by
Sarah Lovett (John Muir Publications, P.D. Box
613, Santa Fe, NM 87504). Extremely weird?
Take a peek at the red-knee tarantula or the hognosed bat and you'll better understand the title
of this book! However, along with the many
photos (like the one here) is thoughtful text
explaining why each of these animals is
endangered.
Mcheshi Goes to the Game Park by Mcheshi
Aenda Hifadhi Ya Wanyama (Jacaranda Designs,
Inc., P.D. Box 76691, Nairobi, KENYA). Written
in both English and Kiswahili, this well-illustrated
book emphasizes the importance of game parks in
protecting animals such as the rhinoceros and
elephant, often targets of poachers.
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Get Wild: Children's Nature Magazine (c/o The
Island Grower, R.R.4, Sooke, B.C. VOS 1NO,
CANADA). Projects, puzzles, games... this
quarterly magazine will make you wild about
nature. Hands-on activities accompany
interesting facts about native plants and animals.
Get Wild is 16 pages printed on non-glossy paper.
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To be listed on the Pen Pal Page, please send $5.00. (You'll also get
a copy ofthe issue.) Low-income and subscribers get one free listing.

Sixth Grade ESL class of
Abona Michael, boy, 16
Korean
students would like pen pals.
c/o Mr. Samuel Antwako
Write
to:
Mrs. Donna Claesgens
C.A.A. Airport POB 309,
Lindbergh
School
Sunyani, B/A GHANA, Africa
Glen
Avenue
Int: soccer, music, table tennis
Palisades Park, NJ 07650 USA
KENYAN children want pen pals:
Eighth grade reading class
Dorine Agadi, girl, 10
wants pen pals from other countries.
Timothy Rapando, boy, 10
Contact: Cynthia Adams
Maxmilla Macheta, girl, 10
Sequoiah Jr. High School
Mildred Khabwere, girl, 13
3456 Aztec Drive
Everyne Nzosi, girl, 10
Doraville Georgia 30340 USA
Laban Anduku, boy, 13
,
Josephine Atakha, girl, 5
Fifth grade class w<;>Uld like a pen
Wilson Munavi, boy, 16
pal,. age 9-1~,.from Africa.
Write them c/o J. V. Kayes, Director Wnte to: Vlvzan Jones
Orphanage Mission Organization
Washington-Study
Head Office-Kakamega
Elementary Schools
Kakamega, KENYA
1015 W. Washington Blvd.
Fort
Wayne, IN 46802 USA
Abraham S. Yekiso, 20
1287 Ledwaba St.
Dobsonville 1865 SOUTH AFRICA
Interests: reading, music, movies
Lena Kosenko, girl, 18
Would like American pen pals
VI. Kirova 4, KN. 1
Starobelsk, Luganskaya obI.
Ngando Olubi, boy, 13
349600
UKRAINE
c/o Mr. IE. Nofuru
Interests:
music, books, knitting
Medical Supervisor, Pamol Lobe
P.M.B. 3 Ekodo Titi
Uliya P rotasenko, girl, 12
Southwest Province, CAMEROON
Kvartal Vatutina, d.47, Kv. 30
Interests: soccer, reading, dancing
Starobelsk, Luganskaya ObI.
349600
UKRAINE
Kingsley Asadu, boy, 15
Interests:
dancing, sewing, music
P.O. Box 199
,
.
.
---------Sunyani B/A GHANA
Anna Elisevich, girl, 11
Interests: music, letter-writing
Ul. Volkova, d. 11/2 Kv. 38
Tawiah Yaw, boy, 17
Lermontov, Stavropulski krai
357340 RUSSIA
P.O. Box 419
Interests: nature, animals, music,
Sunyani, B/A, GHANA, W. Africa
and Russian anecdotes like these:
Int: music, housework, travels, gifts
fA
II
h
h I
Harry Komua, 19
\, ca to t e sc 00 principal)
Chipoka Secondary School
"Today Peter won't be able to
P.O.Box43
attend schoo1."
Chipoka, MALAWI
"With whom am I talking?"
Int: letters, books, music, travel
"With my father."
Mikhail Asokov, boy, 11
Ul. Moiseeva, d. 45, kv. 82
"Wh ere have you spent your
Voronezh 394055, RUSSIA
vacation? "
Interests: books, fishing
Oksana Semenovskaya, girl, 12 "The fIrst half of vacation I
spent in the mountains."
Mirceo UI. Batrin, 7
Kv. 189, Kishinev
"What about the other half? "
277075 MOLDOVA
"In a cast."
Interests: reading, music, tennis
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Christina Nielsen, girl, 11
P.O. Box 265
East Randolph, VT 05041 USA
Int: animals, geography, friends
Pals: from Europe; write in English
Curtis Michael Graves, boy, 9
797 State Street. ..
Gassaway, W.ylrgl~la 26624 USA
Interests: re~dmg,. Nmtendo, ches~
W~ts pals In Afri~a and N. Amenca
Lada Hanson, gIrl, 6
1319 South Fourth Street
Lafayette, IN 47905-1759 USA
Int: animals, crafts, drawings
Pals: anywhere, especially Turkey
Amanda Brown girl 12
16910 Climax Road '
Jackson, CA 95642 USA
Int: cats, horses, music, writing
I will respond to all letters I receive.
Misha Bogus h, boy, 11
Ul. Energetikov, 15/2, Kv. 26
Kishiner 277075 MOLDOVA, CIS
Int: English, books, soccer, tennis
Marina Korsunova, girl, 13
Kvartal Vatutina, d.57, Kv. 16
Starobelsk, Luganskaya ObI.
349600 UKRAINE
Int: books, dance, music, English
Sash a Nyopin, boy, 13
UI. Gagarina, dJ, Kv. 2
P. Visokogorski, Eniseiski zegion
Krasnoyorski krai 663145 RUSSIA
Interests: English
Tasha Iarovoj,8
Zelionaia, 56-2, 13
:I

183002 Murmansk, RUSSIA
Interests: animals, toys, sweets
"Hello! I am 14 years old and I
am in the eighth grade at school.
My hobbies are tennis and skiing.
I also like music.
I am Russian, but I live in
Lithuania because myfamily left
Russia and came to Lithuania when
I was a little kid. I love both
countries very much.
My family is not big. Only 4
members and one bigparrot in it.
I would like to have pen pals in
different countries. "
Katya Iva ntsova, girl, 14
Parko 17-8
4761 Visaginas LITHUANIA

Award Entries Due May 21!
Send in your Honor Award entries soon! We
are anxiously awaiting art and writing by kids, 7 to
15. Your submissions could address any of the
following themes: multicultural awareness,

celebration of cultural diversity, intercultural
experiences, nature, ecology, resource
conservation, social issues, peace and nonviolence. Ten young people honored will receive
five multicultural and nature books and a
subscription to Skipping Stones.
Entries must be mailed by May 21, 1994.
Include an entry fee of $4 which entitles you to a
copy 0 f Vol. 6# 4, containing the winning entries.

We also invite your submissions on •••
Dr. KW (continues from p.18): ... to enjoy
flowers, birds and other earthlings. Walk when
you can; bicycle if you can't walk; and use
public transport-buses, trains, streetcars-or
carpool for long distances. Kick the Car Habit.
* My co-worker, Dr. Good Nature wants to
outlaw guns that shoot birds, animals and people.
He also shouts "NO" to chainsaws in the forests,
"NO MORE" to devices such as drift nets that
kill too many fish. If a chemicals container reads
"Do not breathe or swallow..." then he warns,
"DO NOT USE IT" on birds, plants or insects.
Thank you Dr. Kilowatt; I won't push your
buttons too much anymore. You're So Precious!

The Perfect Friend

* Your response to the questions in this issue

* Your religion, culture and beliefs
* Folk songs from around the world
* Favorite ethnic foods
* Hospitality customs of your culture
* The world in the year 2025
* Indigenous Architecture of your region
* Your experiences in other cultures or countries
* Questions to Dear Hanna, Letters to the Editor

Proverbs to Ponder
~ 'ift't) (T~4:t.&__ (Chinese, Taiwan)
Better to be the head ofa donkey than
the tail of a horse.
l~lltJ~~'~* . _
([aiwan)
A friend in need is a friend indeed.

The perfect friend is very nice,
and always lends a hand.
---contributed by Irene Huang, Gr. 5. Huffman El., Plano, Texas
She picks you up when you are down,
and helps you understand.
Sediakan payung sebelum hujan. (Indonesia)
She'll share with you her wonderful things,
Prepare an umbrella before it rains.
and all her knowledge, too.
-contributed by Cindy Rusli, Gr. 5, Huffman El., Plano, Texas
She'll love you always, all the time,
even when you're blue.
w~ '7\<iJ~ cS,S< 3><10"; 1.:£'5v<! (Kannada, S. India)
She'll always listen and give advice,
All that is white is not milk.
when you're trying to make the right choice.
(Kannada, S. India)
She's always right beside you,
-&., ~ o.i.J ~ '2J;j d d, e::) ~J ~e.J c:i-a C a.., ~ 0 ~ ~-'0 '3
though so far away.
One who knew not how to dance,
The perfect friend is yourself,
blamed the floor for its unevenness.
She'll always know the way.
(Kannada is the written and spoken language in
-Katie Morgan, 12, St. Cha rles, Missouri. She has Karnataka, a state in southern India. It is derived from
Scandinavian and British family background.
Sanskrit, one of the oldest languages in the world!)
-contributed by Shubha Subbarao, Green Bay, Wisconsin
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Youth Honor Award entries are due by 21 ,
May '941 Encourage your y.oung authors
and artists to enter soonl See page 34.
Time c0J?straints, lack of resources... often, ,there is'
• Utilize local natural habitats; study native plants and ,
no choice but to-relegate eqvironmental,edtication to·
animals, as well as the more well-known exotics. Go outside;
at}. occasional science class.., It becomes a less.on that
use hands-on activities whenever po§sible.
.begins and ends with the life cycle of a frog and
• Study global waste issues. How do other countries
(states or cities) deal with waste reduction, re-cycling, and
maybe the three Rs: reduce, reuse, recycle. End of
topic. But to teach environm'tmtal education is not only disposal? Have students research by Qontacting tourism
to teach its science, it is to encourage an ecological
buteaus, chamb~rs of commerce, or consulates or by
ethic.. Studying ecqlogy challenges us to examine and consultingtrade journals dealing with waste issues. Ho~
question the ways we live· our lives. It is vital that we
might tnese practices be adaptt?d or adopted in your
country or community?
.realize the interdependence of all things, living and
nQn-living, for our decisions and subsequent actions
• Organize a Resource. Exchange in your school.
have consequences. They are inextricably tied to _the
Collect items discarded from classrooms and offices for use
world around us, locally as well as globally.
by others. Extend the activity into the community by . *But how do we promote this ethic in pr~ctice? How contacting businesses and organizations to match resource
do we integfate environmental education into the c·ur"wastes" with resource "needs."
riculum? Excellent resources abound that both com- '
• Encour~ge citizenship and responsible c()llsumeJlsm
pile eco-activities from a variety of disciplines and seek by incorporating Letter-Writing whenever possible.
to combine what we learn with how we live. Use the
• Analyze environmental advertising by comparing
following activities as suggestions, adaptable to your
' treatment of an,issue by ideologically opposed groups, e.g.
needs, as you teach and learn ecology and its ethics.
timber industry and citizens' conservation organization.
, The interconnectedn~ss of things and actions is
Consider emotions, facts, value_systems, credibility,
'
often a'difficult concept to convey. Create an Eco-Web propaganda techniques. How does the media influence our
by developing a list bf an objects i~ your schoolyard
perceptions of world issues, our actions and decisions?
or park-everything from dirt to kids. Each child will
• Avoid an Energy Crisis, determjne alternatives now.
hold a 3x5 card naming or picturing the object. To
Brainstorm 50-60 modem mechanical and electrical devices. _
show your area's web of life, run a string from e~ch
Correspond them with alternatives (real or imagin~ry) that
. card to every other one with which it ivteracts in the
don't consume mechanical or electrical ene'tgy and that pur
environment, thereby forming a'comple.x web. (This
ancestors may have used. How can we save energy and
can also be done ,on the floor or a bulletin board).
maintain standards of living? How c'a!1 we modify our
What happens when you remove one card? How many Jifestyles? _Conduct energy or wasfe audits in your school or
ways can you arrange your'web? What are the most
home; determine waste categories, weights, volumes, effective
or 1east influential factors? Where do humans fit in?
waste reduction ,and recycling pGtentials. Make suggestions
• Planning a Waste-Free Lunch is an excellent
for cost saving changes.
.
way for students to understand that they are part of
• If the world were a village..: and only your class lived
the solid-waste problem, as well as the solution. By
there...how wotlld you organize yourselves? How would
observing the types of waste they produce in their
_you deal with issues such as food, transportation, shelter,
waste, education, information, health care? Set up,
lunch packaging, students can both change their
buying patterns and reduce waste.
cO!Jll'9ittees for research and discussion,.hold a village
Use actual commercial packaging and durable,
council meeting with committee presentations. Can your
reusable containers to discuss differences and,environ- village come to conClusions by' consenus? Do the problems
mental impact. What-happens to the pac~age once the and solutions you encounter apply to the world at large?
. food is gone? Which adds to the garbage problem?
Resources: Most of the above activities were adapted
Explore the reasons for packaging (convenience,'
from Clearing: Environmenta,l Education in the Pacific
sanitation, advertising, stora~e) as well as the drawbacks Northwest, Vol. 78 and 80. ($15/yr.; $25, for~institutions) .
(wrong s.ize~ c-ost, creates waste). How have we come to From the John Inskeep Environm.ental Learning Center,
expect today's'packaging system? What are our
19600 S. Molalla Dr., Oregon City, OR 97045 USA
.'
alternatives? Acknowledge natural packaging,
.
For
more
nature
and
ecology
news,
ideas
and
activities:
recyclable and reusable containers.
.
Have students plan a lunch with zero-garbage. What
• OUTREACH Information Packs (many available in
are ways we can change our family or society's habits? Ambic, Chinese, French,Portugese, and Spanish). Teaching
Share information with others, encourage school-wide
&'Learning Center, 200 East Building, 239- Greene Street,
lunch guidelines. Similar studies' can be made of food- New York University, New York, NY 10003
waste, or school food service practices (styrofoam
.
• TOPS Learning Systems, 10970 S; Mulino Rd., Canby,
plates and plastic silverware? local food bought?)
OR 97013. Unique science units~using low-cost materials.
~ Alternative Lifestyles Have students compare
• Green Teacher: Education for Planet Earth, ($ 27/ yr.)
.results after u~ing both products that contain.
. 9 5 Robert Street, Toronto, Ontario, M5S 2K5 CANADA.
potentially hazardous materials and those that do not.
• The Biophilia Hypothesis, an in-depth discussion of
An example would be cleaning sinks with either baking our need tQ relate to all forms of life. Stephen Kellert and
soda or cleanser containing chlorine ,bleach. (Obtain a Edward Wilson, editors. Island Press, Washington, DC. 1993..
list of other alternatives from your-local-solid waste
• Earth Island Journal, from the Earth Island Institute,
de~artment.) In using alternative products, what
/300 Broadway #28, San Francisco, CA 94133 USA
'
. "trade-offs" are made? Make recommendations to-'
• Crayon Power, PO Box 34, Jersey City, NJ 07303 USA
school administration and family.
• Local and regional nature centers and organizations

"

The Secret ofLife
The secret of life is
to lie on a roof and wonder
if you will fly.
And if you fly
/
it is to wonder
if you will fall
it is to wonde(
if you will die .
it is to wonder
if you will be 'reincarnated
if is to wonder
if'you will be one.,_
And if you are one
it is to wonder .
if the neighborhood child
~ will steal your toy.
And if the neighborhood child
, steals your toy
it is to teach you
not to be greedy
you will have a good life.
"Jam growing up in the Latino
community ofSan Francisco. I
was born in Mexico and went to
10ndergarten in France. I now
go -to Buena Vista School, a
bilingual Spanish education
program. In French,·Pip,fis a
slangfor 'little sparrow' and
Azul means 'blue' in Spanish. "
-PiafAzul, 10, San Francisco, CA
J

"Now-That's A Real MushroQm!"
-Ivan Sitnikor, Photoclub ofSevastopol, Ukraine
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